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Effects of geoengineering must be urgently investigated, experts say



03/14/2024 - 09:30



Impact on ecosystems must be predicted before technology is used, US atmospheric science agency chief says
Scientists must work urgently on predicting the effects of climate geoengineering, the chief of the US atmospheric science agency has said, as the technology is likely to be needed, at least in part.
Richard Spinrad, administrator of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), said the government-backed body was estimating the effects of some of the likely techniques for geoengineering, including those involving the oceans.
Continue reading...




Read more »






‘No longer a novelty’: massive rise in Australian EV sales, industry report finds



03/14/2024 - 09:00



EVs represent about 1% of light vehicles in Australia – but Electric Vehicle Council warns there is ‘more work to be done’ to reach 2050 emissions targets
Get our morning and afternoon news emails, free app or daily news podcast
Electric vehicles are “no longer a novelty” and their uptake in Australia is booming, with the industry recording a 120% rise in sales over the past year, according to a new report on the industry.
There are now more than 180,000 EVs on Australian roads, with 98,436 of those bought last year, the Australian Electric Vehicle Industry Recap 2023 found.
Sign up for Guardian Australia’s free morning and afternoon email newsletters for your daily news roundup
Continue reading...
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The Big Apple gets a tiny forest: 1,000 native plants coming to New York



03/14/2024 - 09:00



City’s first pocket forest, aimed at increasing biodiversity, will spring up in April on 2,700 sq ft of Manhattan’s Roosevelt Island
A tiny forest filled with more than 1,000 native plants will spring up in New York City come April on a 2,700 sq ft plot of land on the southern tip of Manhattan’s Roosevelt Island.
It will be the city’s first pocket forest, and supporters say it will bring both the beauty of increased biodiversity and tangible benefits to residents navigating increasingly extreme weather.
Continue reading...
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Developer contracts with Sámi reindeer herders ‘harmful’ to Indigenous people



03/14/2024 - 07:35



Analysis of secretive renewable energy contracts finds ‘the harmful outcomes generally outweigh the limited gains’
Agreements between Sámi reindeer herders and commercial developers in Sweden are having an overall detrimental impact on such Indigenous communities, research has found.
According to the analysis, the first of its kind into such agreements, renewable energy companies – promoted as part of the Nordic country’s “green transition” – are among the worst offenders.
Continue reading...
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Company that manages Bibby Stockholm given £100m Defra contract



03/14/2024 - 06:42



Defra says contract with Australian firm CTM is for staff accommodation and travel, but offers no further detail
The company that manages the Bibby Stockholm barge used to house asylum seekers has been granted a £100m contract with the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs.
It is the latest large government contract given to the Australian company Corporate Travel Management (CTM). The government was heavily criticised by the National Audit Office for its £385m contract with CTM to manage quarantine hotels during the pandemic, which cost the taxpayer £400m including £100m in unpaid room bills and fraud.
Continue reading...
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Revealed: How the global oil industry is fueling Israel’s war on Gaza



03/14/2024 - 05:00



Analysis shows how jets and tanks are being kept fueled despite interim ICJ ruling warning Israel to prevent genocidal acts
Israeli jets and tanks bombarding Palestinians are being fueled by some of the world’s most profitable fossil fuel companies – and US tax-payers, according to research.
Israel relies on crude oil and refined products from overseas to run its large fleet of fighter jets, tanks and other military vehicles.
Continue reading...
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Shell waters down emissions cut pledge despite crucial climate decade



03/14/2024 - 03:53



Energy company now says it aims for 15-20% reduction by 2030, rather than previous target of 20%
The energy company Shell has watered down a key climate target as it prepares to defy climate experts by growing its liquified natural gas business and holding its oil production steady until 2030.
The company signalled that it may slow the pace of its emissions reductions for this decade by setting a new plan to reduce the carbon emissions intensity of the energy it sells by 15-20% by the end of the decade, compared with its previous target of 20%.
Continue reading...
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Let them eat snake: why python meat could soon be on the menu



03/14/2024 - 03:00



Fancy a plate of fangers and mash? Some researchers say python farms on a commercial scale could provide sustainable alternative protein
Get our morning and afternoon news emails, free app or daily news podcast
Dr Daniel Natusch has eaten python in almost every way imaginable.
“I’ve had it barbecued. I’ve had it in satay skewers. I’ve had it in curries. I’ve had it with Indigenous people in the wilds of the Malaysian jungle,” he said.
Sign up for Guardian Australia’s free morning and afternoon email newsletters for your daily news roundup
Continue reading...
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David Pocock fears Labor trying to work around First Nations consultation on offshore gas projects



03/14/2024 - 02:31



Independent senator shares Tiwi Islanders’ concern over changes they argue would allow companies to ‘ignore’ their views
Get our morning and afternoon news emails, free app or daily news podcast
The independent senator David Pocock has expressed “grave concerns” Labor is seeking to work around a court decision requiring more consultation with First Nations people on offshore gas developments.
Pocock made the comments at a Senate inquiry hearing on Thursday, at which Tiwi Islanders joined Mardudhunera activist Raelene Cooper in urging the Albanese government not to make changes they argue will allow gas companies to “ignore” their views.
Sign up for Guardian Australia’s free morning and afternoon email newsletters for your daily news roundup
Continue reading...
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Bird flu: access to Ernest Shackleton’s grave ‘blocked by dead seals’



03/14/2024 - 00:00



Exclusive: The H5N1 virus reached the region late last year and is killing wildlife, with witnesses spotting numerous seal corpses on South Georgia island
The grave of the explorer Ernest Shackleton on South Georgia island has become inaccessible to visitors due to bodies of “dead seals blocking the way”, as increasing numbers of animals are killed by bird flu’s spread through the Antarctic.
The H5N1 virus has spread to 10 species of birds and mammals since it arrived in the region last October, with five king penguins and five gentoo penguins the latest to test positive on the sub-Antarctic islands. Those confirmations follow reports of mass die-offs of elephant seals at the end of last year.
Continue reading...
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